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A properly designed cache, by reducing network traffic and       improving access times to popular web sites, is a boon to       network administrators and web users alike. This book hands you       all the technical information you need to design, deploy and       operate an effective web caching service. It also covers the       important political aspects of web caching, including privacy       and security issues.

       When I first started using the Internet in 1986, my friends and       I were obsessed with anonymous FTP servers. What a wonderful       concept! We could download all sorts of interesting files, such       as FAQs, source code, GIF images, and PC shareware. Of course, downloading       could be slow, especially from the busy sites like the famous       WSMR-SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL archive.

       In order to download files to my PC, I would first       ftp them to my Unix account and then use       Zmodem to transfer them to my PC through my 1200 bps modem. Usually,       I deleted a file after downloading it, but there were certain       files—like HOSTS.TXT and the "Anonymous FTP       List"—that I kept on the Unix system. After a while,       I had       some scripts to automatically locate and retrieve a list of       files for later download. Since our accounts had disk quotas, I       had to carefully remove old, unused files and keep the useful       ones. Also, I knew that if I had to delete a useful file, Mark,       Mark, Ed,       Jay, or Wim probably had a copy in their account.

       Although I didn't realize it at the time, I was       caching the FTP files. My Unix account       provided temporary storage for the files I was downloading.       Frequently referenced files were kept as long as possible,       subject to disk space limitations. Before retrieving a file       from an FTP server, I often checked my friend's "caches"       to see if they already had what I was looking for.

       Nowadays, the World Wide Web is where it's at, and caching       is here too.       Caching makes the       Web feel faster, especially for popular pages. Requests for       cached information come back much faster than requests sent to       the content provider. Furthermore, caching reduces network       bandwidth, which translates directly into cost savings for many       organizations.

       In many ways, web caching is similar to the way it was in the       Good Ol' Days. The basic ideas are the same: retrieve and store       files for the user. When the cache becomes full, some files must       be deleted. Web caches can cooperate and talk to each other when       looking for a particular file before retrieving it from the       source.

       Of course, web caching is significantly more sophisticated and       complicated than my early Internet years. Caches are tightly       integrated into the web architecture, often without the user's       knowledge. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol was designed with       caching in mind. This gives users and content providers more       control (perhaps too much) over the treatment of cached data.

       In this book,       you'll learn how caches work, how clients and servers can       take advantage of caching, what issues are important, how to       design a caching service for your organization, and more.
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GSM & UMTS: The Creation of Global Mobile CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) provides a service to more than 500 million users throughout 168 countries worldwide. It is the world market leader serving 69 0f all mobile digital users and is currently evolving into UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System).
 By describing the critical decisions and the phases of the...
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Modern C++: Efficient and Scalable Application Development: Leverage the modern features of C++ to overcome difficulties in various stages of application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create apps in C++ and leverage its latest features using modern programming techniques.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop strong C++ skills to build a variety of applications
	
			Explore features of C++17, such as containers, algorithms, and threads
	
			Grasp the standard...
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Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2004
Recently, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of sensors in the non-visible bands. As a result, there is a need for existing computer vision methods and algorithms to be adapted for use with non-visible sensors, or for the development of completely new methods and systems. Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum is...
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TOEFL iBT: The Official ETS Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2005
 Get the only guide to the new TOEFL iBT 


that comes straight from the test-makers!
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Data Networks, IP and the Internet: Protocols, Design and OperationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Modern data networks are all based on the Internet or on IP (Internet Protocol). But many people remain confused by multiprotocol networks. How do all the protocols fit together? How do I build a network? What do all the components do? What sort of problems should I expect?
Data Networks, IP and the Internet is intended not only for...
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Ocean Modelling for Beginners: Using Open-Source SoftwareSpringer, 2009
The book gives an introduction to computer-based modelling of oceanic processes. It is the first of its kind and contains over twenty practical exercises, using freely available Open-Source software, and covers a wide range of topics from long surface waves, geostrophic flows, through to the general wind-driven circulation including western...
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